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ABSTRACT 

NAME           : NURBIAH  

NIM            : 20401106198 

CONSULTANT I   : Drs. H. Nur Asik, M. Hum 

CONSULTANT II  : Drs. H. Abd Muis Said, M. Ed  

TITLE                    : Difficulties Encountered by the Second Year Students of 

MA DDI Padang Lampe Kecamatan Ma’rang 

Kabupaten Pangkep in Translating Indonesian Noun 

Phrases into English 

 

 This research was aimed at describing of the types of difficulties encountered 

by the Second Year Students of MA DDI Padang Lampe Kecamatan Ma’rang 

Kabupaten Pangkep in Translating Indonesian Noun Phrases into English. 

This research used descriptive method. The instrument used to obtain data was 

a translation test, some Indonesian noun phrases given in contexts. The population of 

the research was the second year students of MA DDI Padang Lampe Kecamatan 

Ma’rang Kabupaten Pangkep academic year 2009/2010. The number of the 

population 30 students. The research took total sampling technique, however there 

were only 23 students who took part in the test. The sample of the research was only 

23 students because the rest of the students went to the rice field 

The finding showed the Second Year Students of MA DDI Padang Lampe 

Kecematan Ma’rang Kabupaten Pangkep encountered some types of difficulties in 

translating Indonesian noun phrases into English. The types of difficulties they 

encountered were: (1) the students had difficulties in ordering the elements of both 

pre-modifiers and post-modifiers. (2) The students had difficulties in finding the 

correct elements of both pre-modifiers and post-modifiers. (3) The students had 

difficulties in writing diction. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

 Translation is the transfer of thoughts and ideas from one language 

into another (Brislin, 1976:1). Brislin views translation as the reproduction of 

massage from the source language into the receptor language. His emphasis 

lies on the transfer of thoughts and ideas only. However, when we view from 

the target language, translation can be operationally defined as the act of 

using another language to express thoughts or ideas of a source language. In 

this case, a translator must use correct devices of the target language to 

express the same thoughts or an idea as the source language does. 

  An act of translating is not an easy task to do. A translating is not 

an easy task to do. A translator must always try to find out the closest 

equivalent of the source language in the target, not only in term of meaning 

but also in term of style if it is possible (Nida in Widyamartaya, 1989: 11) 

thus, sentence arrangements, word orders in phrases, and diction indeed 

become the field where a translate should work. 

 Translating is a part of language learners’ activities. There is no 

one who can translate from one language into another but only those who 

have learned both the source and the target language. In translation, the 

language learners try to apply what they have learned about the language 

involved. 
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 In short, language learners or translators may yield wrong 

translations in some way. They may produce the target language in 

inacceptable sentence arrangement, inacceptable word order in phrase, or 

inacceptable dictionary. The existence of this writing is an account on the 

types of difficulties encountered by the students as language learners in 

translating noun phrase from Indonesian into English.   

B. Problem Statement  

 Based on the background above, the writer puts forward the 

following research question:” what types of difficulties encountered by the 

second year students of MA DDI Padang Lampe Kecamatan Ma’rang 

Kabupaten Pangkep in translating the noun phrase from Indonesia into 

English”? 

C. Research Objective 

 This research aims to find out the types of difficulties encountered 

by the second year students of MA DDI Padang Lampe Kecamatan 

Ma’rang Kabupaten Pangkep in translating the noun phrase from 

Indonesia into English. 

D. Research Significance 

 This research are expected to be useful for the teachers of English 

of MA DDI Padang Lampe Kecamatan Ma’rang Kabupaten Pangkep for 

helping the students to overcome the difficulties in translating the noun 

phrase from Indonesia into English. 
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E. Research Scope 

 The research focuses on the difficulties encountered by the students 

in the translating the noun phrase from Indonesia into English. The 

difficulties meant here cover four types namely: disorders of items, 

additions of unnecessary items, omissions of necessary items, and diction, 

in accordance with the contexts in which the phrase occur.  
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CHAPTER II 

RIVIEW OF RELATID LITERATURE    

A. Previous Related Research Findings 

 There are many researchers have reported on their research about 

difficulties faced and translation. Some of the findings are presented in the 

following: 

1. Some findings about difficulties faced 

 Raihana (2005:45) concluded about the factor that faced by the 

students to differentiate homonyms as followers: (1) the difference of 

sound and Indonesian. Were Indonesian applies phonemic in writing 

system. (2) Mast of the students are resultant to memorize the 

vocabularies. (3) The students do not know the correct us age of 

English structures and grammars. (4) The teacher did not utilize 

recorded native speakers pronunciation in language laboratory often 

enough. (5)  Lack of practicing throughout English films or song TV 

and cassette at home. 

 Nurhidayah (2006:47) concluded about the difficulties faced by the 

students in using multi-Word verbs are: (1) the students’ confusion of 

the combination of verb and particle (adverb and preposition). (2) The 

multiple meaning of multi-word verbs. (3) The complexion of 

grammatical form of multi-word verbs. 
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2. Finding about translation magazine text  

  According to Sati Fitriani (2004:49) (1) the students have 

limited English vocabulary which is becomes disability for them to 

make a good translation. This can be braved from the mean score of 

the students in mastering English vocabulary is 5,46 which is classified 

“poor” score. (2) Disability and lack of English to translate into 

Indonesian effectively and appropriately that have caused them to be 

no able to translate English magazine that Indonesian. (3) Mast of 

students are not able to replace or transfer a massage from the source 

language of text into target language. 

 According to me difficulties encountered by the students of MA 

DDI Padang lampe Kecamatan Ma’rang Kabupaten Pangkep in translation 

Indonesian noun phrase, the students must be know addition unnecessary 

of elements, disorder unnecessary of element and diction. If the students 

do not know automatic the student can not answer the well question.     

B. Definition of Translation   

 People throughout the world speak different languages. The 

languages commonly known and spoken by people are English, German, 

French, Arabic, Indonesian, etc. These languages are spoken in different 

countries for communication.  

 As social creatures, people need to have a contact with each other, 

not only within the same speech community but also with other countries. 

The contact, or let’s say the communications, of people between the 
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countries need to do translations. The communication share by two 

communicants of different native language will yield a translation because 

they together have to speak one language only. This can be understood 

from Brislin’s statement stated in the earlier chapter. 

 In Brislin’s statement, the key term is the transfer of thoughts and 

ideas. In this case, Brislin does not limit that the transfer of thoughts or 

ideas must be performed written or spoken. Thus, according to his 

definition can occur whether written or spoken. An oral communication 

occurring between, for example, an Indonesian and an European in which 

they have to speak in English, can be termed translating. In this case, both 

the Indonesian and the European as communicants have to transfer their 

thoughts and ideas into English. Otherwise, they can not share any 

communication.  

 Still pertaining to the definition of translation, Seleskovitch in 

Brislin (1976: 92) defines translation: 

 “Any substitution of one language component for another (be they 

phonemes, or in their written items, letters, grammatical marks, or 

lexical items) resulting in a correct linguistic equivalent could be 

termed translation” 

 

 From the definition above, we find such a phrase as in their written 

forms. This term denotes that the substitution of the language components 

to be termed as translation can also occur in spoken forms.  

 Another one definition of translation is one which is pointed out by 

Nida in Widyamarta (1989:11). Nida say: 
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“Translating consist of reproducing in the receptor language the 

closest natural equivalent of the source language massage, first in 

term of meaning and secondly in term of style“ 

 

 The term reproducing in the receptor language in the definition 

above indicates that, in translation, what a translator produces in the 

receptor language is based on what has been firstly produced by other 

people, or by the translator himself. However, Nida still does not limit that 

what to be reproduced by a translator must be in written form or in spoken 

form  

  From the two definitions above, we now may comprehend that 

translation is the process of changing speech of writing from one language 

(source language) into another language (target). In oral communication 

occurring between an Indonesian and an English man in which they in 

English, the Indonesian of course transfer his mind into English. On the 

contrary, when they speak Indonesia, the English man of course transfer 

his mind into Indonesia. In this situation, an oral translation occurs, when 

both communicants can not transfer their minds spoken, they of course 

communicate in written form they transfer their minds written, and of 

course this results in written translation. Hence, there are two forms of 

translation, namely oral translation and written translation. 

 However, as spoken language is rather different from written 

language, oral translation should also be differentiated from written 

translation. To differentiate the two term of translation, we call the oral 

translation as interpretation and the written translation as translation. Thus, 
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translation is always referred to the transfer of thoughts or ideas from on 

written language into another written language. 

C. Phrases   

 What is a phrase? In Rasyid (1988: 74) we can find some definition 

of a phrase pointed out by different experts, as quoted below: 

1. A phase is a group of related words, without subject and predicate, use 

as a noun substitute (called a noun phrase) or a modifier (called an 

adjective phrase or an adverb phrase). A phrase is performed with (1) a 

preposition and therefore called a propositional phrase, (2) a participle 

and therefore called a participial phrase and (3) a gerund and therefore 

called a gerund phrase, or (4) an infinitive and therefore called an 

infinitive phrase (Morries,et. al. in Rasyid, 1988:74). 

2. A phrase is a group of related words that does not have a subject and 

predicate. A phrase performs the function of a single part of speech 

(Brewton, et. al. in Rasyid, 1988:74). 

3. Phrases are group of related words connected to a sentence or to one of 

the elements in it by means of a preposition or a verbal. A phrase has 

no subject or predicate and can not stand alone (Corder in Rasyid, 

1988: 74)   

4. A phrase is a group of related word (1) which does not contain a 

subject-predicate combination and (2) which, as an entire unit, serves 

as part of speech role in the larger construction of which it is a part (La 

Palombara in Rasyid, 1988:74. 
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5. A phrase is a group of related words without a subject and predicate 

used as a noun, adjective, or verb. Phrases are classified as 

prepositional, participial, gerund, and infinitive (Hornil in Rasyid 

:1988:74) 

6. In grammar, a phrase is a sequence of a few words conveying single 

thought or forming a separate part of a sentence but not containing a 

subject and predicate: specifically, in linguistics, a phrase is a group of 

two or more that can function as a grammatical structure (Simon and 

Schuster in Rasyid 1988:74) 

a. The ideas that the definitions share above can be elaborated as in 

the following: 

-     A group of related words, 

- A sequence of a few words, 

- A group of two or more words. 

b. This means that a phrase is systematic and orderly. The words that 

constitute a phase have certain sequences or positions. A phrase is 

not a group of jumbled words. The following examples perhaps 

can make this clear: 

               Phrases                                                     jumbled words 

- A diligent student                                - student a diligent 

- A very kind teacher                            - kind very teacher a 

c. This shows us that a phrase is contrasted with a clause which has a 

subject and a predicate. However, this does not mean that a phrase 
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can not be a subject of a clause, or a predicate of clause. Being a 

subject of a clause or a predicate of a clause is one of the functions 

of phrase in clauses. The functions of phrases are: 

-     performs the function of single part of speech, 

- Used as an adverb,  

- Serves as part of speech role, and  

- Forming a separate part of a sentence. 

  This indicates that a phrase has a certain function. A phrase 

may function as a noun, a verb, an adjective or an adverb.  

 Based on the definitions as well as on their elaborations 

given above, phrase in fact consist of several types, among other are 

noun phrases, adjective phrases, verb phrases, adverb phrases, 

prepositional phrases, gerund phrases, infinitive phrases, and 

participial phrase.  

In relation to this writing, the only phrases to be discussed 

further are noun phrases. The discussion on this covers the way to 

form them focusing on pre-modifiers (pre-modifications), headword, 

and pos modifiers (post-modification) 

D. Noun Phrases 

  From the definition and their elaboration given above, we now 

comprehend that a noun phrase is a phrase that can serve as a noun, and 

thus, it can function both as a subject and an object in a clause. The form 

of a noun phrase shows us one of the words in the group is indispensable 
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to the group and called headword. The other words in the group are 

dependent on the headword. For short, we call them dependent, which 

serve as the modifier of the noun headword in the group. 

 A noun phrase consists of two elements namely a noun or pronoun 

headword and modifiers. In English, some modifiers or dependents in 

noun phrases precede the noun headword and some other follow or come 

after the noun headword. Hence, in English noun phrase there are two 

types of modifiers namely pre-modifiers and post modifiers. Pre-modifiers 

are those that precede the noun headwords, while post-modifiers are those 

that come after noun headwords. (Jackson, 1982: 67-70) 

1. Pre-modifiers in noun phrase  

 Pre-modifiers in noun phrase consist of a number of word classes 

or sub –classes in a specific order. It can be an identifier, 

numeral/quantifier, adjective, or a noun modifier (Jackson, 1982:67). 

a. Identifiers as pre-modifiers in noun phrase 

 The class of identifier includes “article”: “a” and the; 

demonstratives: this, that: and possessives: my, your, their, his, her, 

our, and its. As pre-modifier in noun phases, identifiers precede the 

headword. For example: 

1) Articles: a book, the table, and etc. 

2) Demonstrative: this house, that car, and etc. 

3) Possessives: my house, your cousin, and etc.   
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 When there is a numeral in a noun phrase, the identifier 

comes before the numeral, for example the few books, my five day 

visit, the first example, etc. Again, in a noun phrase, there is only one 

identifier that may occur. This means that articles, demonstratives, 

and possessives are mutually exclusive in English noun phrase. Thus, 

it is not possible to say the my book, instead of the book or my 

book 

b. Numerals/quantifiers as pre-modifiers 

 Numeral/quantifiers are classified into definite and 

indefinite quantifiers. Definite quantifiers include ordinal numbers: 

(first, second, three, and so on), while indefinite quantifiers include 

such words as: Few, many, several, and the like. 

 As modifiers in noun phrases, quantifiers precede the 

headwords for examples: 

1. Definite quantifiers 

a) Ordinal: first book, fifth children, and etc 

b) Cardinal: one book, five children, and etc.  

2. Indefinite quantifiers: few books, many book, several table, etc. 

  In noun phrase, more then one quantifier may at once 

occur though there are a restricted number of combinations. The 

combination could be one ordinal and one cardinal or one ordinal and 

one indefinite quantifier. If such combination occurs, the sequences 

must be ordinal + cardinal or ordinal + indefinite quantifier, for 

example: 
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1) One ordinal and one cardinal: 

The first five books, not the five first books 

2) One ordinal and one indefinite quantifier: 

The first few hours, not the few first hours 

c. Adjective as pre-modifiers   

 Adjectives, which to amplify the head noun in some way, 

come after the identifier and numeral/quantifier. Several adjectives 

or none at all, may occur in a noun phrase, and when a number of 

adjectives do occur, there appears to be some principles of ordering 

at work, for example, native speakers of English regard big red fox 

as grammatical, but red big fox as deviant. This means that, if more 

than one adjective occurs in a noun phrase, it refers to size comes 

before another that refers to color. So, the sequence like big red fox 

can not be red big fox. Another example is small white car, which 

cannot be white small car. 

d. Noun modifiers as pre-modifiers in noun phrase  

 Between adjectives and headword usually come noun 

modifiers. Thus, nouns may function not only as head of noun 

phrase, but also as a modifier in the noun phrases, for examples, a 

country garden, the village policemen, the news agency, and etc. It 

is unusual, however, for more than one noun modifier to occur in a 

noun phrase.  
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 A noun phrase may consist of one headword preceded by 

two or more modifiers of different word classes, for example: 

1. The two potential teachers  

2. The two very potential teachers 

3. The two very young potential teaches 

4. The last two very young potential teachers  

 When two or more modifiers come before a noun 

headword, the sequences of the modifiers must follow the 

following rule: 

Limiting adjective/determiner, descriptive adjective, size, shape, 

age, color, origin (nationality), substance, present/past participle, 

noun, denominal, + noun headword (Quirk, et al. in Rasyid, 1988: 

77) 

 What does the order above mean? When a word stating size 

(for example small) and a word stating shape (for example: 

triangular) occur at once to modify a noun, the order must be size + 

shape + noun headword. So such a group as small triangular table 

can not is triangular small table. Other examples are as following: 

No  Size Shape Age Color Noun 

1 Small triangular old white Table 

2 Big triangular   Table 

3 Big  old  Table 

4  Triangular  white Table 

5 Small   white Table 

6 Big 

 

  white 

 

Table 
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  When two or more modifiers of a noun phrase, the order 

must follow the rule above. Otherwise, the noun phrase is disordered, 

and thus, it is not a phrase but a group of jumbled word instead. 

2. Post-modifiers in noun phrases 

 Post-modifiers in noun phrases can be found in single word, word 

group or phrase, or clause. Thus, in noun phrase, we can have single 

word post-modifiers, word group/phrasal post-modifier, and clause 

post-modifiers. Single word post-modifiers can be adverbs or adjectives 

and phrasal post-modifiers consist of relative clauses and non-finite 

clauses (Jackson, 1982: 69) 

a. Single word post-modifiers. 

  As the name suggested, single word post-modifiers consist 

of only one word. They can be adjectives or adverb, examples: 

1. Adjectives as post-modifiers: 

- Someone brave 

- Something important 

2. Adverbs as post-modifiers: 

- The time before 

- The room above 

    An adverb as a post-modifier can be a reduction of a 

prepositional phrase, such as: the room above us, the time 

before this one, and etc. 
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b. Prepositional phrases as post-modifiers 

  A prepositional phrase is a phrase which is in some way 

preceded by a preposition, such as: In the room, on the table, at 

the office, above the table, next door, and etc. a prepositional 

phrase is formed with a preposition plus a noun phrase. As a post-

modifier in a noun phrase, a prepositional phrase gives information 

about places or describes the headword. For example: 

1. The book on the table is mine. 

2. The building in front of my house was damaged by storm 

yesterday. 

3. The man with glasses is my friend. 

 The bold part in (1) and (2) are prepositional phrases. They 

are parts of the noun phrases, that is, post-modifiers which tell 

about places. The italic part in (3) is also a prepositional phrase. 

It does not tell about place, but describes the headword. 

c. Clausal post-modifiers 

  As the name suggested, a clausal post-modifier is a post-

modifier which is in a clause form. It can be a relative clause or a 

non-finite clause. 

1. Relative clauses as post-modifier 

 Relative clauses are those clauses which are initialized by 

relative words functioning to relate the clause with the 

headwords. In their uses relative clause are restricted by either 
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person: fist, second, third person; number: singular or plural; 

and the tenses of speaking: past, present, and etc. Since they are 

restricted, relative clause are also called finite clauses. For 

example: 

a. The teacher who teacher me English died yesterday. 

b. The books which are in the library belong to the university. 

c. The man that gave you an English book yesterday is my 

uncle. 

2. Non-finite clauses as post-modifier  

 Non finite clauses are clauses which are, in their uses, 

restricted neither by person: first, second, and third person; 

number: singular or plural; nor by the tenses of speaking: past, 

present, and etc. Non-finite clauses can be preceded by 

infinitives and called infinitive clause, present participle and 

called present participial clauses and past participle and called 

past participial clauses. 

a). Infinitive clauses as post-modifiers 

     Examples: 

          The students to be watched during the      

examination are those who attend the class 

irregularly. 
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b). Present participial clauses as post-modifiers  

     Example: 

                    The books giving much information on structure are 

available in the university library. 

c) Past participial clauses as post-modifiers 

     Example:  

                  The word groups described to us in the structure 

course is not so difficult. Rasyid, 1998: 18). 

Based on the examples given above, we may say that non-

finite clauses are the reductions of finite clauses. The examples show 

the non-finite clauses are derived from the finite clauses by omitting 

the relative word and the form of be (if any), and then change the 

verb into correct forms. Successively, the non-finite clauses give 

from (1) to (3) are derived from the following finite clauses: 

a) The student who must be watched during the examination, 

b) The books which give much information on structure, 

c) The word groups which were described to us in the structure course.  

E. Contrastive Analysis 

 In the earlier part of this chapter, we have described that 

translation is the transfer of thoughts of one language into another. We 

may say that translation is the use of different language to express the 

thoughts or ideas of the source language, whether from the translator’s 

native language into a foreign language or from a foreign language into the 
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translator’s native. In relation to this writing, translation refers to the use 

of a foreign language (English) to express the same thoughts or ideas of 

Indonesia. Thus, English is viewed as the target language while Indonesia 

is viewed as the source language. In this case, the Indonesia students are 

considered the translator’s, that is, their ability to use English in 

expressing the same thoughts or ideas of the Indonesia given. 

  It is very impossible for the Indonesian students (we call them 

translators) to transfer the thoughts of the Indonesia into English if they do 

not understand English. The knowledge of English is the only thing that can 

help the Indonesian students to do an Indonesian English translation. 

Accordingly, they have to know how the two languages work. Knowing 

how the two language work will help them to transfer thoughts either from 

Indonesia into English or from English into Indonesia. For this purpose, we 

then need to know the differences between Indonesia and English noun 

phrase count ructions. We need know the differences between the two 

languages which can express the same thoughts or ideas. The differences 

are commonly shown in a constructive analysis, that is, the analysis 

performed on two or more languages to show the similarities or the 

differences between the languages involved.  

  The contrastive analysis in this writing deals with the differences 

between noun phrase construction in Indonesia and English. This is 

intended to give ideas about how the Indonesia noun phrases are transferred 

into English without any changes in meaning. In addition, such the analysis 
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will enable us to analyze the errors made by the translators in producing 

noun phrase in English, as Dulay (1982: 140) say that the differences 

between the two languages analyzed are tough to account for the majority 

of second languages leaner’s errors end contractive analysis is the way or 

technique to show the differences. 

  Indonesia and English have different grammatical constructions 

both in sentences and phrases. The conduction of nouns of the two 

languages can be seen in the following analysis:   

1. Noun phrases constructions 

Indonesian                                            English   

a. Rumah yang besar                          a. big house  

   H                 M                                 M    H 

 

b. Gadis yang cantik                           b. pretty girl   

  H                M                                    M       H 

 

c. Kursi yang rusak                            c. broken chair 

  H               M                                     M        H 

 

d. Sebuah buku                                   d. a book 

   M        H                                          M   H 

 

e. Dua buah buku                               e. two books 

M               H                                      M     H 

 

 

f. Dua pulu orang siswa                     f.  twenty students 

M              H                          M         H 

 

g. Temah yang pertama                    g. the first theme  

       H            M                                         M          H 
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h. Beberapa buku                                h. some books 

M               H                                        M      H 

 

i. Banyak buku                                   I.  many books 

M           H                                             M      H 

 

j. Sebuah Universitas  yang bagus 

M              H M 

 j. a good University 

     M        H                 

 

k. Orang yang sedang berdiri      k. the Man standing 

    H           M                                       H    H       M 

 

l. Orang yang ingi bertemu    i.  the man 

H               M                                           M    H 

 

dengan saya           wanting to meet me 

         M                                                            M 

 

m. Beberapa wanita cantik              m. some beautiful  

    H             M       H                                      M 

yang muda                                          young ladies 

      M                                                     H 

 

n. Beberapa wanita muda     n. some beautiful young 

 

 yang cantik                                        ladies 

                                            M                                                    H  

 

          

 From the example above, we can have the following notes: 

1. Modifiers in Indonesia are commonly followed by headwords (as seen in 

a, b, c). 

2. Modifiers consisting in numeral adjectives such as: a, two, etc. precede the 

headwords, ether in Indonesia or in English, as seen in d, e, and f. 
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3. Ordinal numeral adjectives always come after the headwords in Indonesia 

but precede the headwords in English, as in g.  

4. Quantifiers in both Indonesia and English always precede the headwords, 

as in n and I above. Other example are: a lot of cheese, few, little comfort, 

etc. (Jackson, 1982: 64) 

5. A noun phrase formed with headword + modifier in Indonesia may result 

in the order of modifier + headword + modifier in English, as in i. other 

example are:  

a). Meja yang besar                    ( big table) 

      H              M                           M     H 

 

b). Dua buku yang menarik      (two interesting books) 

       M    H         H                        M      M            H 

6. The post modification in Indonesian has basically the same construction as 

that in English, as in k and l. The principle difference lies on the use of 

yang in Indonesian, and the use of the ing-verb in English. In Indonesia, 

the word yang is sometimes following by sedang plus a verb to indicate an 

on going event other examples: 

a). Mobil yang sedang berlari di jalan             (the car running on the road)  

         H            M                                               M    H             M   

                        

b). Perempuan tua yang sedang berdiri di sudut jalan itu  

           H                             M 

   (The old lady standing in the corner of the room) 

      M         H                             M 

 

c). Buku di atas meja itu                             (the book on the table)  

                   H           M                                       M    H               M     
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7. In translation, some noun phrase formed with such the order as headword 

+ modifier in Indonesia are possible to have two equivalents in English. 

We preferably use the order (modifier + modifier in accordance with 

whether or not the modifier has a complement. Examples: 

a)  Buku yang menarik itu adalah milik saya.    

    H                          M                                                    

(the interesting book is mine)  

                    M               H                        

 

b). Buku yang menarik bagi saya adalah berwarna mera. 

          H                       M  

  

   (The book interesting for me is the red one) 

      M    H          M   

 

 The example in (a) show us that the adjective yang menarik has no 

complement and so are transferred into order of modifier + headword. In 

(b), the adjective yang menarik has a complement: bagi saya (for me). 

Hence, we prefer to use the adjective and it’s complement a post-modifier 

to a pre-modifier.  

  

 Other noun phrases formations interesting to be discussed here are 

the use the word yang in Indonesia with their equivalent in English (e.g.in 

m and n). Indonesian the word that comes immediately after yang carries 

the emphasis of the expression. Thus, word that expresses about shape and 

age may be mutually substitutable in order to indicate differ emphasis in 

meaning. In English, however, as described in the earlier part of this 
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chapter, when shape and age occur together in a noun, shape should 

precede age. 

Example: 

(1). Indonesia  

      (a). Amir ingin bertemu dengan wanita cantik yang mudah itu. 

      (b). Amir ingin bertemu dengan wanita mudah yang cantik itu. 

The word yang in (a) is immediately followed by the word muda and (b) 

by the word cantik. In meaning, the example in (a) denotes that there are 

some beautiful ladies who are perhaps of varying ages. However, the only 

beautiful lady to meet is the young one. Other beautiful ladies are not 

concerned with; the example in (b) denotes that there are some young 

ladies of different degrees of beauty. Some are beautiful and other is not, 

of the many young ladies, the beautiful one the only ladies to meet by 

Amir. 

(2). English 

  Quirk, et al. (in Rasyid, 1988) says that when descriptive adjective 

and age occur together in a noun group, the descriptive adjective should 

precede the one that state about age. In the Indonesian examples above, 

cantik is equivalent to attractive and muda is equivalent to young. The 

word attractive is considered a descriptive adjective and young refers to 

age. Thus, in a noun phrase, attractive, precedes young and never 

proceeds  
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 Translating Indonesia noun phrases into English attractive. 

Accordingly, the Indonesia example above can be transferred into English 

as follows: 

“Amir wants to meet the beautiful young ladies” 

F. Some possible difficulties in translating Indonesian noun phrases into 

English 

 Translating Indonesia noun phrase into English can be and even 

must be viewed as learning and using English as a second language for 

communication. Thus, a translator should be viewed as a second language 

learner or a second language user. 

 In relation to the second language learning Dulai (1982:138-139) 

puts forward the most common errors made by the second language 

learners, namely:  

a. Omitting grammatical morpheme, as in he hit car. 

b. Double marking a semantic feature, as in she didn’t go back, instead 

of she didn’t go back. 

c. Regularizing rules, as in woman’s, instead of women. 

d. Using archieforms: one form in place of several, such as the use of 

her for both she and her, as in I saw her yesterday and she dances with 

my brothers 

e. Disordering a ruler that has been previously acquired. These types of 

errors are very possible to occur in translating Indonesia noun phrases 

into English. They are logical and reasonable well, since there are no 
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two languages that have exactly the same set of possible arrangement 

to convey the same meaning, 

   With regard to translating Indonesia noun phrases into English, a 

translator may potentially find difficulties in word arrangement. These types 

of difficulties consist of thee sub-types, namely: 1) omitting any items, 2) 

addicting any items, and 3) disordering items. Besides, a translator may also 

find difficulties in term of diction. 

   The omission of item in a translation could be the omission of a 

word, for example an article, and a preposition. It could also be the omission 

of plural marker (e) s. 

   The addiction of item could be the addition of unnecessary 

elements, for example: the addition of a word, the addiction of unnecessary 

element of a phrase, such as article and a preposition.     

  The order of items of ten brings problems to second language 

learners. This can also occur to translators in translating from their native 

language into another or other foreign languages. The disorder of items 

seems to occur mostly in translating noun phrase. The language learners 

have difficulties both in ordering the pre-modifiers and in determining which 

article is appropriately be used. 

G. Conceptual Framework 

  The main focus of this research is the types of difficulties 

encountered by the third year students of MA DDI Padang Lampe 

Kecematan Ma’rang Kabupaten Pangkep in translation the Indonesia noun 
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phrases into English. The difficulties to be found are those that concern 

with the pre-modification and post-modification in English. The 

difficulties to be found are those that concern with the pre-modification 

and post-modification in English noun phrases. 

  In translation, there seems to be many aspects that are very 

important, such as structure, and vocabulary. However, in relation to this 

research, the language structure to be discussed is only the word order of 

pre-modifiers and post-modifiers, while vocabulary is left. Therefore, the 

students are allowed to consult their dictionaries in completing the test 

given. 

   In order to come to a conclusion this research firstly tries to find 

data about the difficulties encountered by the students in translating 

Indonesian noun phrases into English. 

   The data obtained through the test are then analyzed in errors 

analysis, which are classified into four categories, namely: 

1). Disorder of items,  

2). Addition of unnecessary items, 

3). Omission of necessary items,  

4). Diction, misuse of articles.  

The errors made by the students are considered the difficulties they 

encountered in translation. The difficulties then become the output of this 

research. For short, this research goes through the following conceptual 

framework: 
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Input/Data 

Noun phrases constructed by 

the respondents 

 Instrument: 

Translation test  

    

 

 

 

 Data analysis: 

1. Disorder of elements  

 2. Addition of necessary elements  

 Errors Analysis :   3. Omission of necessary elements  

                              4.diction    

 

 

 

 

Output: The types of difficulties encountered by the students in translating 

Indonesian by the   students In translating Indonesian noun phrases into 

English 
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H. Resume  

 Translation is the transfer of thoughts or ideas from one language 

(source language) into another language (target language). The source 

language can be foreign language and the native language.  

 In translation, a translator should produce the receptor language in 

a closest natural equivalent the source language message thus a translator 

should be of good knowledge of both the source language and the target 

language. Therefore, the work of a translator may not be separated from 

the work of a language learner. 

 In translating Indonesian noun phrases into English. A translation 

should have good knowledge of noun phrases formation in the two 

languages. It  has to know when pre-modification and post-modification 

are used, or when the two terms are together used simultaneously in one 

construction. Besides, a translator should know the order of modifiers: pre-

modifiers and post-modifiers.  

In translation noun phrases from Indonesian into English, a translator 

is very possible to yield translation containing some type of errors. Beside 

on the types of errors possibly made by the translator, we may predict that 

he or she may find difficulties in word arrangement. With regard to this 

term, a translator may have difficulties both in ordering the modifiers and 

finding the appropriate words to convey the meaning of the source. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGI 

 This chapter describes the research design, variables, population 

and sample, research instrument, and technique of data analysis.  

A. Research Method 

 The design that applied in this research is descriptive. It aims at 

describing the data disorder of elements, addition of necessary elements, 

omission of necessary elements, and diction input noun phrases contacted 

by the respondents. 

B. Research Variable  

  The variable of this research are the student’s disorder of elements, 

addition of necessary elements, omission of necessary elements, and diction. 

C. Population and Sample  

 1.  Population 

              To know more about the population, we must know what the 

definition of Population is. According to Arikunto (2002: 108) 

“population is totally of object research.” Meanwhile sugiono 

(2003:90) defines ”population is generalization region that consist of 

subject/ object having quality and certainly characteristic said by 

research to be studied and to be concludes.” Look at the both 

definition of population so, the writer concludes that population is the 

totally from data source becoming object of research, whether is 

something or people.  
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The population of this research is the students of MA DDI 

Padang Lampe Kecamatan Ma’rang Kabupaten Pangkep at 2009/2010 

academic year. The total number of the population are 30 students 

which consist of one class.     

2. Sample 

The sampling technique in this research is purposive sampling. 

The researcher takes one class at MA DDI Padang lampe Kecamatan 

Ma’rang Kabupaten Pangkep is class II.  

D. Research Instrument 

   In obtaining data, the researcher uses only one instrument namely 

translation test. It is aimed at knowing the types of difficulties encountered 

by students in translating Indonesia noun phrases which given in contexts. 

However, the students translate only the noun phrases in correct 

grammatical structure as if they are used in English contexts. 

E. Data Collection Procedures 

 In collecting data, this research is carried out from 04
th

 January 

2010 until 04
th

 February 2010. The procedure of collecting data is 

chronologically performed in administering this translation test, the 

researcher gives 20 number of objective tests. It is on the 2
nd 

of February 

and runs for 60 minutes. 
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F. Data Analysis Technique 

     In analyzing data, the researcher applies errors analysis. The 

analysis intends to describe the types of errors made by the students in 

translating the Indonesian noun phrases into English. 

     The errors are analyzed in two categories namely grammatical 

errors and diction. This analysis concerned with the order of both pre-

modifiers and post-modifiers: the addition disorder of items, of 

unnecessary items, the omission of necessary items, and the use of 

appropriate words. The difficulties encounter by the students in translating 

the Indonesian noun phrases into English are indicated by the types of 

errors that they produce in their translations. The students who make errors 

of the same terms, the more difficult the terms are. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

A. The Findings  

        Based on the date analysis present in appendix B. this research finds 

the following: 

            I. Disorders of Elements  

           The respondent’s translations of noun phrases which are disorders 

of noun phrases which are disorder of elements as listed below:  

Noun phrases produced                                                Correct forms of     

by the respondent’s                            Meaning             the noun phrases    

1. The round small table    meja bundar     

2.  The round table            yang kecil itu              the small round 

which small                                                        table at corner 

3. Triangular big table 

4. Triangular table which    meja segitiga              the big                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

 big                                   yang besar itu            table / desk 

 

5. The man responsibility   laki-laki yang                  the man whose 

      Invroves the service        bertanggung jawab         responsibility   

                                             terhadap peningkatan     inproves the serves 

         pelayanan itu 
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2.  Addition of Unnecessary Elements  

  In construction noun phrases, some of the respondents 

added unnecessary elements, as given bellow:  

 Noun phrases produced                                                 Correct of terms 

by the respondents                              Meaning              of the noun phrased  

1. Girl is sitting beside me     perempuan yang           the girl  

                                                  sedang duduk               sitting next to/                                                                                     

                                                   Samping saya               beside me                  

 

2. Book is on the table       buku yang diatas            the book  

                                             meja                               on the table  

 

3.  Tall and thin boy           laki-laki yang tinggi       the tall 

                                             dan kurus itu                   and thin boy     

 

4. Books are in the library   buku-buku yang            the books in  

                                              Ada di perpustakaan               this library 

 

5. Man is walking over        laki-laki yang             the man who is                                                                                                                                                         

                       there                                  sedang berjalan          walking over   there                                                       

                                         disana    
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6. The ideas which show        ide-ide yang telah di      the ideas which 

        in the meeting                   tampilkan dalam            had been show 

                                                  rapat itu                        in the meeting  

 

3. Omissions of Necessary Elements 

  Some of the phrases produced by the respondents undergo 

the omission of necessary elements, as given below:  

 

Noun phrases produced                                             Correct of terms 

by the respondents                  Meaning                    of the noun phrased  

 

1. Very handsome boy   laki-laki yang tampan    the very handsome  

                                              itu                        boy 

 

2. Book on the table           buku yang diatas the    book on      

                                       meja itu                            the table  

 

3. Big triangular table         meja segitiga                  the big  

                                       yang besar itu                 triangular table   

 

4. First change                    kesempatan pertama        the first change 
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5. Lesson that must     pelajaran yang         1. The lesson that                                                                                                                          

                be written                  harus ditulis              must be copied           

                                           

6. Lesson that must         pelajaran yang    1. The lesson   

be followed                harus diikut             must be attended  

                                                              2. The lesson to attend 

          7. Alphabet of twenty    abjad yang terdiri   1. Abjad of twenty  

             six letters                   dari 26 huruf              six lattes      

   

4. Diction  

  Some of the noun phrases produced by respondents 

undergo errors concerning with diction, as listen bellow:  

Noun phrases produced                                                Correct of terms 

by the respondents                         Meaning                of the noun phrased  

1. A very interesting place     suatu pemandangan    a very interesting  

                                           yang Sangat menarik       sight 

 

2. The two operation tools    kedua  alat bedah itu    1.    The two surgical  

                                                                                     Instruments  

                                                                                2.  Those two new 

                                                                                     Surgerical tools 
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3. High and thin boy             laki-laki yang tinggi         1  the thin tall boy 

                                          dan kurus itu                    2 the tall and thin boy 

 

B. Discussion 

           1. Disorder of Elements    

 The noun phrase translations that were disordered produced by the 

respondents were respectively discussed below:  

a. The round small table (meja bundar yang kecil itu) this phrase was 

disordered because the word small. It should be small round 

precedes the word small. It should be small round table, for the rule 

said that size must precede shape.  

b. The round table which small (meja bundar yang kecil itu) this word 

group was not only disordered but also undergone the addition of 

an unnecessary element: which. This element had to omitted and 

the order had to the small round table. 

c. Triangular big table (meja segitiga yang besar itu) this phrase was 

also disordered, the word big states size while the word triangular 

states shape. So, the order should be big triangular table. 

d. Triangular table which big (meja segitiga yang besar itu) the word 

which in the words group was unnecessary. It had to omitted and 

the remained words should be ordered as in (3) above. 
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e. Triangular big table (meja segitiga yang besar itu) this phrase was 

also disordered. The word big states size and thus, it should 

precede the triangular, stating shape. 

f. The mans whose responsibility improves the serves ( laki-laki yang 

bertanggung jawab terhadap peningkatan pelayanan itu) this phrase 

was also disordered.     

2.  Addition of Unnecessary Elements 

    Some noun phrases   produced by the respondents undergo the 

addition of unnecessary elements, as respectively discussion below:        

1.  Girls is sitting beside me (perempuan yang sedang duduk 

disamping saya) 

This words group undergone both the addition of an unnecessary 

element and the omission of a necessary element. The word was 

not necessary to that group while an article or indefinite article, it 

is necessary. The word was should be omitted while the article 

form of the group. So, the correct form of the group should be the 

girl sitting beside me. 

2.  Book is on the table (buku-buku di atas meja itu)   

Based on the source written in bracket, the translation produced 

by the respondent was not equivalent in term of meaning. The 

respondents produced sentence, the translation above was 

grammatically correct. However speaking of noun phrases, it was 

not acceptable for it undergone the addition of an unnecessary 
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element. This in which book is the head of the group and on the 

table is a prepositional phrase functioning as the post-modifier in 

the group. 

3. The tall and thin boy (laki-laki yang tinggi dan kurus itu)  

The word in the group was unnecessary since it coursed the 

phrase had two meanings. Such the phrase as the thin and tall boy 

means both the tall boy and the thin one. Beside, a phrase had to 

only one meaning unit.  

4.  The book are in the library (buku-buku di perpustakaan itu) 

The respondents seemed to produce a sentence rather than a noun 

phrase. The word are in the translation above becomes the verb of 

the subject the books. The words were is actually unnecessary in 

the group. So, it should be omitted. 

5. Man is walking over there (lelaki yang sedang berjalan di seberang 

sana) 

The words in the group above were unnecessary when making a 

noun phrase using gerund/present participial phrase as post-

modifier. So, the word is should be omitted. However, the word 

could be necessary when making a noun phrase using relative 

clause as post-modifier, as in the man who is walking over there. 

6. The ideas which had been show in the meeting (ide-ide yang telah 

ditampilkan dalam rapat itu). This phrase was also addition because 

it was necessary in the clause. 
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3. Omission of Necessary Elements  

Some translations produced by the respondents were incorrect. 

They undergone the omission of necessary elements, as respectively 

discussed in the following: 

1. Very handsome boy (laki-laki yang sangat tampan itu) 

The orders of this words group were correct. When standing alone, 

the noun phrase was acceptable. However, the source of the target 

above was derived from a complete sentence, as in the following; 

laki-laki yang sangat tampan itu adalah teman saya. When the 

italic part of this sentence was translated, article the should be used. 

So, we should translate it as the very handsome boy. The article 

was a necessary element, and therefore, it should not be absent. 

2. Book on the table (buku yang di atas meja itu) 

The original of this translation was derived from the following: 

buku yang di atas mejaitu adalah milik saya. The word itu in the 

source is a determiner in Indonesia, which was equivalent to the 

determiner the in English. Hence, the translation should be the book 

on the table. The article was necessary in the group. 

3. Big triangle table (meja segitiga yang besar itu)  

This word group should also be preceded by the article the. The 

correct translation should be the big triangle table. 
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4. The first change (kesempatan pertama)  

This word group also undergone the omission of necessary 

elements: the. The source said: anda harus tampil dengan baik 

pada kesempatan pertama. This source was satisfactorily translated 

as you had to perform your best at the firs chance. 

5. Lesson that must be written (pelajaran yang harus disalin) 

The source said, pelajaran yang harus disalin adalah bab 5 dan 6. 

As the souce was in context, the noun phrase should be produced as 

it was used in the context. The source could be translated in two 

ways. The first was by using that clause as post modifier, and 

second was by using infinitive phrase as post-modifier. For this two 

ways of translating, the article should be used, for the necessity of 

grammar, as in the following: 

1) That clause as post-modifiers 

             The lesson that must be written is chapter five and six. 

2) Infinitive phrase as post-modifier 

            The lesson to write is chapter five and six 

6. Lesson that must be followed (pelajaran yang harus diikuti) 

This word group had the same problem as that in above. The source 

could be translated in two ways in which both ways had to use 

article the, as follows: 

1) The lesson that must be followed/attended 

2) The lesson to follow/attend 
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7. The Alphabet consist of twenty six letters ( abjad yang terdiri atas 

26 hurup).   The source could be translated use article the. 

4. Diction  

Some translation produced by the students mistakes concerning 

with diction. Those mistakes produced by the respondents were as 

follows: 

1. A very interesting place  

The word place should be sight, for the source was pemandangan, 

not tempat 

2. The two operation tools (kedua alat bedah itu) 

The operation should be surgical, for the source was bedah, 

not operasi. To do an operation did not mean to do a surgery, but to 

do a surgery means, but to do a surgery means to do an operation. 

In this case, the word operation had broader sense than surgery. In 

word, surgery was more specific than operation. The correct 

translation should be the two surgical instruments. 

3. High and thin boy 

The word high should be tall. Literally, high and tall had the same 

meaning that was tinggi in Indonesia. However, the two terms were 

different in use. For a classification, let’s compare the following: 

1) The man is very tall. 

2) The mountain is very high. 

3) The tree is so tall that you cannot climb it. 

4) The electric lamp is so high that you cannot reach it. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGETIONS 

A. Conclusions 

 Based on the findings presented in the previous chapter, the 

researcher concluded that the types of MA DDI Padang Lampe 

Kecamatan Ma’rang Kabupaten Pangkep in translating Indonesia noun 

phrases into English were as following: 

1. The students had difficulties in disordering the elements of both 

pre-modifiers and post-modifiers. For example lesson must be 

written followed. But the student jus write “the student must be 

written” 

2. The students had difficulties in finding the correct elements of both 

pre-modifiers and post-modifiers or they added unnecessary 

elements, on the one hand and omit necessary elements, on the 

other. 

3. The students had difficulties in diction. Diction refered to the 

choice of appreciate words or terms to convey an precise meaning 

B. Suggestions  

Based on the findings as the conclusions above, the researcher 

suggests that: 

1. The students should be guided to translate from Indonesia noun 

phrases into English more then from English into Indonesia in 

other to familiarize them with the orders of pre-modifiers. 
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2. The students should be trained to construct noun phrases and noun 

clauses, and how to change them from each other. 

3. The students should be trained to construct English noun phrases 

using a noun phrase and noun clauses as post-modifiers.  
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Appendix A  

Tes terjemahan  

Berikut ini adalah kalimat-kalimat bahasa Indonesia. Dalam setiap kalimat 

tersebut, terdapat bagian yang digaris bawahi. Bagian yang digaris bawahi adalah 

frase kata benda. Terjemahkanlah frase-frase tersebut kedalam bahasa Inggris 

yang benar, seakan-akan frase-frase terjemahan anda digunakan dalam suatu 

kalimat yang utuh. Perhatikanlah urutan kata penjelasanya, penggunaan artikel a 

atau the.  

1. Laki-laki yang sangat tampan itu adalah teman saya. 

2. Pekerjaan itu membutuhkan seorang pekerja yang hati-hati 

3. Kami ingin mengunjungi suatu pemandangan yang sangat menarik 

di desa itu. 

4. Anda seharusnya menempatkan meja bundar yang kecil itu disudut 

ruangan. 

5. Perempuan yang sedang duduk disamping saya adalah Mary. 

6. Ide-ide yang telah ditampilkan dalam rapat itu sangat menarik. 

7. Buku yang diatas meja itu adalah milik saya. 

8. Bagasa Inggris mempunyai abjad yang terdiri atas 26 huruf 

9. Dapatkah andah menggeser meja segitiga yang besar itu 

10. Saya mengharapkan anda memindahkan meja putih yang tua itu. 

11. Anda tampil dengan baik pada kesempatan pertama 

12. Kedua alat bedah yang baru itu sangat mahal  

13. Tertuduh yang sedang dipersoalkan adalah Amin  
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14. Pelajaran yang harus disalin adalah bab 5 dan 6 

15. Laki-laki dibelakang saya adalah saudara saya yang paling tua 

16. Pelajaran yang harus diikuti adalah bahasa Inggris 

17. Laki-laki yang tinggi kurus itu adalah guru saya  

18. Orang yang berjalan diseberang sana adalah Bapak saya  

19. Siapa laki-laki yang bertanggungjawab terhadap peningkatan 

pelayanan itu? 

20. Buku-buku yang ada pada perpustakaan ini adalah milik 

Unuversitas     
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Apendix B  

Those translations produced by the respondents are as follows:  

Original/meaning                                    translation/target  

1. Laki-laki yang sangat tampan itu     1. Very handsome boy 

                                                                2.  The very handsome boy 

 

2.  Seorang pekerja yang hati-hati           1.  a careful worker   

 

3.  Suatu pemandangan yang                    1. The very interesting place 

 sangat menarik                                  2. A very interesting place 

                                                          3. A very interesting sight 

4.  Meja bundar yang kecil itu      1. A small round table 

                                                 2. The small round table  

                                                 3. The round small table  

                                                 4. A round small table  

                                                 5. The round table which small 

 

5. Perempuan yang sedang        1. Girl is sitting beside me 

duduk disampin saya                 2. The girl who is sitting beside me 

                                               3. The girl who sits beside me 

 

6. Ide-ide yang telah ditampilkan         1 The ideas which had been 

dalam rapat itu                                     show in the meeting 
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7. Buku yang diatas meja itu                 1. Book on the table 

                                                            2. Book is on the table 

                                                                 3. The book is on the table 

                                                                4. The book on the table 

 

8. Abjad yang terdiri atas 26 huruf          Alphabet consisted of  

                                                              twenty six letters 

9. Meja segitiga yang besar itu.      1. A triangle big table 

                                                    2. Triangle big table 

                                                     3. The triangle big table  

                                                     4. Big triangle table 

                                                      5. The big triangle table 

                                                           6. The triangle table which big 

 

10. Meja putih yang tua itu.              1. White table which old  

                                                   2. White old table 

                  3. The white old table 

                           4. The white table which old  

                  5. The old white table 

11. Kesempatan pertama                   1. First chance 

              2. First opportunity 

 

12. Kedua alat bedah                                 1. Both of the tools operation  
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yang baru itu                      2. The two operation tools 

 

13. Tersangkah yang                              1. The suspect questioned 

sedang dipersoalkan                         2. Suspect be questioned 

                       3. Suspect questioning 

                  4. The suspect be 

questioned 

 

14. Pelajaran yang harus disalin               1. Lesson that must be written  

             2. The lesson must be written 

               3. Lesson must be written 

                4. The lesson to written 

 

15. Laki-laki dibelakan saya               1. Man behind me 

            2. The man behind me 

16. Pelajaran yang harus diikuti           1. Lesson that must be followed 

         2. The lesson must be followed 

           3. Lesson must be followed 

           4. The lesson to follow 

 

17. Laki-laki yang tinggi                        1. High n thin boy 

 kurus itu                  2. Tall and thin boy 

               3. The high and thin boy 
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               4. The thin and high boy 

 

18. Orang yang berjalan            1. Books are in the library 

diseberan sana                       2.The book are in the library 

             3. The books on the library 

 

19. Laki-laki yang bertanggung         the man whose responsibility 

Jawab terhadap peningkatan      improves the service 

Pelayanan itu. 

20. Buku-buku yang ada pada        1. Man is walking over there 

 perpustakaan itu                           2. The man who walks over there 
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